Grow Your Mining Business, Turn Your Story into News.

Newsfile is your customer-first newswire and regulatory filing team. We build your business’ profile by delivering your message to key audiences—with the personal service you deserve.

Our distribution services reach thousands of influential sources around the world. This reach, activated by our proactive client services team, makes us the ideal choice to get your story noticed.

Dig Deeper to Optimize Visibility.

At Newsfile, we know the mining industry has specific News Release and Regulatory Filing needs. That’s why our specialists provide you with the tools to get the job done right.

When you want to expand your story by including images in your news release of your property, location maps, drill results, mine sites or drill cores, we’ll supply the first image at no charge—and additional images are a fraction of the cost of our competitors.

Find out how Newsfile can help you.
What’s Your Mining Story?
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